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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO RANDOM SAMPLING 

The purpose of this study is to show the use of random 

sampling in solving certain mathematical problems• The origin 

of random numbers to be used in sampling is discussed and 

methods of sampling from known distributions are then given 

together with an indication that the sampling procedures are 

unbiased. The techniques of solving a definite integral by 

random sampling and by representative sampling are given to-

gether with a comparison of the variance of the two techniques. 

The statistical theory of the application of random sampling 

to the detection ©f the flux arriving at a detector as a re-

sult of multiple scattering is then given• 

The idea of random sampling is associated with the ob-

serving of a portion of a population in order to make estimates 

of the character of the total population. The word random, 

applying to this portion, implies that the portion must be 

chosen in such an unbiased way that the true character of the 

population may have a better opportunity to be known. Thus 

the word random may be used as an adjective in description 

of the process by which a member or members of the population 

have been selected* Colloquially, the word random is used 



to describe a method which lacks aim or purpose. This type 

of randomness I® not suited for statistic®! purposes• 

A population oay have a single characteristic relative 

to which a random sample is desired. In this east another 

characteristic m&y be used to obtain a random sample provided 

there is 110 correlation between the relative characteristic 

and the sampling characteristic. However, in the case where 

a random sample relative to all characteristics is desired, 

a characteristic must toe .imposed on the population* Then a 

random sample with respect to the imposed characteristic will' 

give the desired sample# The most efficient characteristic 

to impose is a biunique mating of the population, with a set 

of real numbers* Thus the problem of sampling is reduced to 

constructing a table of random sampling numbers. These saiapl~ 

lag numbers commonly take the for® of rational fractions to 

as many significant figure® as the sampling procedure requires* 

Thus the problem of obtaining random sampling numbers is 

equivalent to constructing tables of random digits fro® which 

the rational fractions may be taken. 

At present there are four large tables of random digits* 

L* H. Tippett*s numbers (2) were taken from census reports* 

There are 41,600 digits combined into fours to stake 10,400 

four-digit numbers* Kendall and i# Smith's numbers (2) were 

generated from a randomising machine and consist of 100,000 

digits. The machine consists of a disc divided into ten equal 

sections* Upon the sections the digits from zero to nine were 



written. The disc was rotated at high speed and illuminated 

by a flash of light of such short duration that the disc ap-

peared at rest. Hie number on the section of the disc in 

some constant portion was taken at each illumination. Fisher 

and late® (2) table of 15,000 digits was taken from the 

15-19th digits of logarithms of numbers. This table was ad-

justed a a it contained toe aiany sixes# The last and largest 

table of digits was published by the land Corporation (4) in 

1955* The table consists of 1,000,000 digit®. An electronic 

roulette wheel was used to generate the digits. Pulse stand-

ardization circuits passed the pulses to a five-place binary 

counter so that in principle the machine is like a thirty-two 

place roulette wheel. A binary to decimal conversion was 

used and the resulting random digit was fed to an I.B.M. 

punch, yielding punch card tables of random digits. 

Many random sampling problems repair® very large samples 

to accurately approximate the character of the population. If 

the sampling problem is to be solved by a digital computer, 

there may not be sufficient storage space available for a 

large sample. In this case the machine has a generation pro-

cedure to produce random numbers as they are needed* Types 

of generation procedures that have been found useful are the 

mid-square method, the multiplicative congruential, and the 

additive congruential* 

A set of digits or numbers suitable for use in sampling 

oust be restricted to being more than Just random. To indicate 



tli® validity ©f this stateaent consider the table of lO10*0 

random digits CD. Thm chance that any given aet of 106 

digit a ia all seros is 1G**10^* Since there are 10*10 

such sets, the expected number ©f sets containing all seroa 

ia Thus certain portions of a&ch a large 

table of random digit® would not appear to be random and 

certainly not suitable for use in sampling* Thia example 

nould indicate that caution should be used in using portions 

of large sets of random digits and in generating sets of 

random digits* 

In order to meet this need., the concept of local random-

ness was established by Kendall and Smith (2)* A random 

table of digit® may assume any definite form with equal 

probability* • However, for any specific characteristic con-

sidered, there will be an expectation. Thus the character-

istic of the number of 2*s in a table of I digits has the 

expectation of i# A table of I digits having exactly all 
10 

such expectations for every characteristic will be considered 

an ejected table of » digits, A table of K digits which 

conforms approximately to the ejected table of N digits will 

be called locally random* In practice, only a finite number 

of these characteristics may b« tested* Thus a set satis-

fying a finite set of tests is ©ailed locally random for that 

particular set of tests* Some tests are the feequency test, 

the gap test, the serial test, and the poker test* The 



frequency test compares the actual number of each digit type 

to the expected number. The gap test compares the number of 

digit# separating a specific digit type t© the expected value* 

The serial test is used to determine whether one digit tends 

to fellow another. If the digits are arranged in sets of 

five, there will be a specific expectation of all digits alike, 

two alike and three different, etc. the test for this char-

acteristic is called the poker test. The dosaln consisting 

of the shore four tests has been described by Kendall and 

Smith (2) as searching, useful, and very powerful. 

Each of the mentioned tests consists of examining a 

table of digits and comparing certain classes of values to 

their corresponding class of expected values. For example, 

the frequency test compares the expected frequency of each 

digit type to the actual frequency value# fo determine when 

the expected values and actual values differ to such an ex-

teat that the set being tested must be rejected as being not 

locally random, some method of measure is needed# One such 

measure makes use of the chi-square distribution (3, p. 463}. 

If xj denotes the actual value in the class and x^ the ex-

pected value, then the variable 

N , _ *2 

v 2- I 1 * 
®1 X i 

has the chi-squared distribution and offers a measure of 

dispersion of actuality from expectation. For each test a 



value of Y 2 may be determined and the probability of obtain-

ing a mine of f 2 greater than or equal to that vain® has 

been tabulated for various values of f 2 and It where H Is 

the number of degree# of freedom or the number of classes. 

If this probability la very small, an Improbable event ha® 

occurred ©r the divergence ©f fact from theory is significant 

of an effect other than sampling fluctuation* The degree of 

the smallneaa allowed before the second conclusion is drawn 

depends upon the deaired confidence of the result# 
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CHAPTER II 

3AMPLING FROM PROBABILITY BEHSITY FUNCTIOHS 

In the applications of random sampling it is often de-

sirable to select a random variable from a known density-

function. Three general methods of such sampling will be 

given and two processes of selecting values from the expo-

nential distribution will be shorn. 

If the population is now considered to be an interval 

(a,b) of real numbers, then the statement, the probability 

density function of the variable x is f (x), will imply 

r x+dx 
f(x)dx * P 

X 

where P is the probability a random value of x lies in the 

interval (x,x+Dx). Since probability is non-negative and 

less than or equal to one, the conditions 

f(x) > 0 

b / f(x}dx « 1 
a 

follow froa the definition. As a probability density function 

will be assumed continuous here, the probability element 

f(x)dx is the probability of a random value of x in the 

interval (x,x+dx)• 

a 



A source of samples fro® the uniform density function 

f(x) ** 1, for values in the interval [o»l] will be assumed 

available as the digits discussed in the previous chapter 

may be used to form rational fraction® to any degree of ac-

curacy desired. Each rational fraction will be assumed to 

be a random sample from the uniform density function and 

will be denoted by 1# 

Direct Methods Suppose f(x) is defined for values of x in 

the interval C<)>!L J « 4 direct method of obtaining a random 

value of x from the probability density function f(x) is to 

solve F(x) « 1 for x, where 

f f(x)dx * ?(x). 

0 

To show the one-to-one correspondence between the values of 

1 and x, the function F(x) must be examined* Since f(x) is 

a density function (always positiveF(x) is positive and 

monotone increasing® Also the function F(x) has one as a 

least upper bound and zero as a greatest lower bound, thus 

it is seen that any R determines uniquely a corresponding 

value of x. Suppose that J is a random value of x. Then 

the probability of $ in the interval (x1#x2) is 

r *2 

J f(x)dx^ 

The randow sampling method must yield the sause probability 

for a value ©f x to lie in (x^xgj if the sampling procedure 
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is to be useful, the values x^ and x2 correspond to two 

uniform random lumbers by the relations 

F(x1) - 8 X «nd Fixg) - »2* 

Sine® Fix) is aonotone increasing, the interval of random 

n«mb»r. (alt H2) will detamine th. interval U x . x2). 

Thus the probability of obtaining a value of x in {x1# x2) 

la just the probability of using a value ft in (Ij, Eg). 

p [t in {s1, a2)] - a2 - » 1 « f u 2 ) - F(xx> -

r *2 r*i rxz 
J f(x)dx - J f(x)dx - J f(x)dx 
0 0 xx 

Hence the sampling procedure gives the desired distri-

bution* A more precise way to see this is to use the fol-

lowing theorem (4, p* 24)* I*et v be a continuous randois 

variable with probability density function w(v), and let 

y » s(v) be a monotone transformation with inverse v * s"*i(y) 

such that sr(v) exists* Then the probability density func-

tion of the variable y is 

g(y) - w(v> • Ijy | 

expressed in terns of y by the transformation function. 

Thus, in th® above procedure, E is the continuous random 

variable with transformation function it - F(x). The distri-

bution of x is then 
dl 

gix) m •— « f{x) 
dx 
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sine® the probability density function w{i) of 1 is identi-

cally on*. Hence the procedure of selecting values results 

in the desired distribution• 

Rejection Methodi The rejection method consists of choosing 

two uniform random numbers and accepting one of these numbers 

as the representative of the variable x if the other passes 

a certain teat (2). Suppose the known density function of x 

is £(x) and the maximum value of f{x) is M. Also let f (x) 

foe defined for x in the interval |0,1J# Let and t2 be 

two uniform random numbers; if the vain# is ac-

mxi 
cepted as a random value of x. Should % > II , the numbers 

and R*» are discarded and the process is repeated until a 

value of x is accepted# la order to show the probability of 

accepting an in the interval (x, x*dx) is f{x)dx, the fol-

lowing definitions will be given# 

Trials The choosing and examination of two uniform random 

numbers Jt̂  and Itg# 

l The probability that E-j, in the interval (x, x+dx) is 

accepted in one trial# 

?2 * Yhe probability that R\ outside the interval (x, x+dx) 

is accepted In one trial* 

P3 s The probability a variable chosen by the described 

procedure lies in the interval (xv x+dx)# 

Q s The probability that a single trial does not yield a 
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value, i.e. the probability that !2>fC%)/M. 

Since must be accepted or rejected with probability 

one, the relation P3 • P2 • Q * 1 must hold. The probability 

fy consists of the probability of being accepted in 

{x, x+dx) together with any number of preceding failing trials. 

Thaa 

P^ " P-̂  + QP<̂  + Q^P^ + Q^P^ * » • • 

P3 - Px [1 • Q • a
2 • . . ."] 

P3 - h / [PX • P 2] 

As the probability of choosing % in the interval (x0 1+dx) 

is dx and the probability of choosing Eg * is juat 

" h i . then 
M * 

p, - f B i i . t a . 
x K 

Each point below the function the property 

I - f(x)/M. 

As x and y are in (0,1), the probability of % being accepted 

in one trial is the ratio of the area under the curve 

to the total sample area which is just on© a® and Eg vary 

over the interval (0,1)» 

P-. + P2 - Probability of flU <
 f ( Rl>~U f1 dx 

X K 0 K M 

Hence the probability Pj is the product of the terns and 
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thus the rejection process is unbiased as the distribution 

of the sampled value is the desired distribution* 

A comparison of the efficiency of the two method® shows 

that the rejection method is more easily applicable in general, 

as the function F{x) « E way be difficult to solve for x. The 

rejection method will use more uniform random numbers to ob-

tain a single variable as the number of trials depends upon 

the value M* 

Functional If a random sample of x from the dis-

tribution U(x) is desired and U{x) can be expressed in the 

lorn 

U(x) * fg(x*y) f{y)dy 

where the functions g(x*y) and f(yj may be considered density 

functions of x and y respectively* then a value of x may be 

obtained in the following manner (1). Sample a value of y 

from f (y). Let this value be ŷ * then sample a value x^ fro® 

the resulting probability density function g(x*yj.) • Thus 

the g(x,y) is considered as a one-parpieter family of proba-

bility density functions. The value xx »ay be obtained in 

the interval (x* x+dx) by first obtaining a value y^ anywhere 

over the range of y and subsequently obtaining x^ in the in-

terval (x*x+dx}» Thus* due to the additive nature of 

probability* 

F [x is in j(x*x+dxl] « lim 2 f(yi) 6yi g(x0y±)dx 
C »X 
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• [Js(x#y)f(y)<iy] dx » 0(x)dx» 

U m m by sampling from the composite functions f(y) and 

£>{x,y}» a sample is found froas U(x)• Thus a® new sampling 

method is really used but instead the above procedure is seen 

to be a method of reducing the complexity of the distribution 

function t© be sampled. 

fhe previous precise Methods are useful, but in many 

instancesit is UOT% desirable to use various manipulations 

of random variables with known distributions and consider the 

distribution of the result* Some of the ideas coaaaonly em-

ployed are the sum of n uniformly distribute random numbers, 

the r th sized number from a sample of n random numbers* and 

the transformation of a variable x distributed by f(x> into 

the variable u by the transforation u - g(x). 

¥ h e w the direct method or rejection method results in a 

difficult cosputation, then it is soaetises possible to find 

a more applicable sampling plan for high speed computers,. For 

example, consider the distribution function f(x) • Hie 

rejection technique would necessitate the evaluation of terms 

such as e""̂  where the direct nethod involves 

RX 
» » J e~*dx » 1 - e"x 

0 

Both computations are lengthy for high speed computing ma-

chines as each involves evaluating a series representation 

of several terms. A quality of digital computing machines is 

the rapidity of addition, subtraction, and comparison as 
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compared to the processes of multiplication and division. 

A procedure of obtaining a random variable u froa the expo-

nential distribution using only addition, subtraction, and 

comparison of the uniform random numbers will be given to-

gether with an indication that the procedure ia unbiased O K 

Form the following sequences of sums; 

SQ « 1 - XQ+ri+T2*r3* • • » * 

S1 * 1 "* xl**>l*>2r;J*3+* * * ' **>k 

3- - 1 - V W W W V i n 

where XQ# X^# , , *; r^, r2# • • • ; are uniform randoa num-

bers and each sum is terminated when it becomes larger than 

one for the first time• The sequence of SUMS Itself is ter-

minated when the number of r values added to a sum is odd* 

Then the variable selected is u « xn+n. 

In order to aid in finding the distribution of the value 

u some definitions will be given. Let be the probability 

of the event [s£ greater than one given that % is x~\ and 

be the probability of the event greater than one for 

the first time given that % is x~] . Hats 

*n " P [l " x+rl*r2* * * •*rz > l] " P Crl+* * «+rz>x3 

and the distribution of the variable rj+» . .+rz is needed. 

If is expressed in the form l~[p . .+rz < 9 then 
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the cumulative d i s tr ibut ion of rj+rg*. • i s needed. 

Since the values of r are independent, t h e i r j o in t density 

funct ion i s one (k, p.79)» Hence the e m u l a t i v e d i s tr ibut ion 

function i s 
1 *-**1 n *- ( * • • • r z - l ) r r... f dr dr •«»dr • 

0 0 0 *~ 2 1 

as the f i r s t value chosen r^, u&y be anywhere in the in terva l 

Lo»*l » the second anywhere in "the in terva l £o ,x-rx3 , etc# 

Hence 

« 1 - P [ * i 4 * , 2 + , ** + r a c * 3 * 1 "* $T s ince 

w* » f 1 * y 2 v z . 
*n *n n *** ¥«* 

n * 

Thus 

^ 
v* - [ i - - * ! ] - [1 - - a C i - i 

K I f flU.1 11 f 2—1 YI 9. t 

Hie value x i s accepted i f s i s odd, so the probabil i ty of 

accepting' x i s f 

2 V? - [ l -x*] * - i £ ] + . . . - e~ x . 
Odds B 1 ^ 3! J 

Hie probabil i ty of obtaining a value a i s the probabi l i ty 

of n sums being terminated with an even number and then the 

next sum terminating with an odd number. The f i r s t probabi l i ty 

i s 

1 

0 

[ i - < r x ] d x 1 " - J L 
J e B 
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and tli© second Is 

rv \ 

e^dx - 1 - 1 , 

0 * 

The probability of accepting n is therefore -proportional to 

m"nm If Lul<i©«©tes the largest integer eont&ined ia m# then 

P [u <xB*a
<- u+du] - P [n • Col 3 * P f u - [a] ̂  ̂ ^u-tyi+dtt] 

mm mm ̂ 4 [" ̂"1 _ 

• e e L da - e du. 

Thua the variable chosen in the stated faahion ia distributed 

exponentially. If the efficiency of aueh a proeeaa ia defined 

to be the' reciprocal of the expected number of random numbers 

used, then the efficiency ia X » fhe ejected number of 
H I T 

^ 1 

^ [ % I v n d x ^ " JL * ~ (liffrQ" * 

randoa numbers per sum is 

f1 
2*1 0 St*l 

The expected number of s w ia 

P * 2pq * 3pq + ... 

where p * 1 - i and q " ~ e 

P 4- U • ** + J * j f.• ..m,,,). 

Hence ICS) * and the efficiency is then 
e^I e2 
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A similar method of selecting values from the exponential 

distribution is to form the sequence of uniform random numbers 

3S " t-1!* J2* 13* *" 

s© that if 'the sequence is terminated with Tj_ the 

last tern (3)« If i is odd the Tain® % • j ia taken as the 

sample value, for an even value ®f i the process is repeated# 

the value % * j • a. is again distributed by e~u and also has 

«, efficiency of 2=1 • 
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APPLICATIONS OF 8ANDGM SAMPLING 

A means of solution of a problem by random sampling is 

to construct a series of testa ©r trials in which the result 

may be considered a success or failure where the probability 

of a success in a single trial is the factor desired, Sup-

pose the problem is to find the probability of winning a game 

of solitaire. The formidable task of determining the Mutually 

exclusive ways of winning and adding their probabilities is 

immediately ruled out. Thus a means of solution would be to 

play the game repeatedly, recording a success for each win 

and a failure for each loss* An approximation to the proba-

bility of winning is the ratio of the number of games won to 

the total number of games played* The fact that the successive 

approximations approach the true probability as a limit enables 

one to obtain an answer within allowable limits of error 

(1, p# 143)• la physical problems the sampling procedure may 

be direct as in shielding problems. In other cases a mathe-

matical model must be created such that the desired technique 

may be applied and giving the same answer. Each problem of 

this type may be statistically described by the binomial dis-

tribution (2). The mean u and variance <r2 for this 

20 
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distribution are Sp and Spq respectively, where 3 is the 

number of independent trials and each trial has probability 

p for a success and q for a failure* The quartiles are 

located a distance »6?45 from the mean if as© is made of 

the fact that the limiting form of the binomial distribution 

is the normal distribution {3, p. 139)» The probable error 

of an estimate u of u the true wean i® that value which yields 

an interval 0 - A such that the fiducial probability of 

[]u -a <• u < u *4] ona*half. Thus tha probable error is 

•67450" • If proportions of successes are used Instead of 

successes* the variation becomes (4, p* 3$7) 

cr 2 « po * 

If the error is obtained in terms of the sample mean 

P t .6745 < 3 ** P 
T3T 

then the term »6745 [jlf"] ^ is called the relative probable 

error. These values of the mmm0 variance, and probable error 

will b® used in the following comparison of two sampling plans 

to evaluate an integral. 

X«t f(x) be a positive function that is Hiemann integrable 

on the interval [0,al * Suppose b is an upper bound of f (x)# 

Then the proportion of area below the function to the area Jk 

defined by the interval [o,aJ and b is I , where 
. -J a-b 

I • f f (x)dx< 
0 
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If a point P * y^) is randomly chosen in A, the 

probability that F lies below the function is the probability 

of the relation f(xi) > yj which will be I « Similarly the 
a-b 

probability of P falling above the function is «JL , with 
a-b 

th« corresponding relation tixj - y r 

Suppose a sample of S random points are taken from &• 

The examinations of each point to determine whether it falls 

above or below the function may be considered independent 

trials with constant probability. If a point below the func-

tion is considered a "success,* the distribution of the number 

of successes is a binomial distribution since one of the re-

lations F(x^) _y^ , ?(xj:) < y^ aust hold* 

I 
Thus the mean variance are u « Sp • S and 

<7 2 - Hpq - I J j [ 1 . I ] 
a-'lb 

Consequently, if n of the i points were successful, then an 

estimate of u would be n » u « s with its associated 

probable error 

.6?^5 [ M aif C 1 - iTil ] * 

and relative probable error 

-6745 Mi a*b "1 ̂  

•bf J # L Kl/a* 

An alternate plan to estimate I is to restrict the area 

from which each point is to be taken to smaller non-overlapping 
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areas such that the total area A is still represented. In 

order that the same number of stapling points may be con-

sidered in each plan we shall suppose J~N is an integer# low 

suppose the interval [o»*l is divided into J~W equal parts» 

Divide b also into /l equal parts. Then sample A with 1 

points, obtaining on® point randomly from each ambarea. De-

note the smaller units of area by Ajj where i and j * 

1, 2, /¥ * Let the i and j denote the row and column 

of the subarea. Suppose 0 is the set of all possible ij's 

and k, 1, m, are respectively the sets of ij*s for which the 

*i4*s contain a portion of the function, lie completely be-

low the function, and He completely above the function* Let 

Pij be the ratio of the area in Aij under the function to Ajj. 

Then suppose an estimate of ~I~ is g . First the expectation 

of | wist be for the sampling plan to be unbiased. 

U 
S f si • A S(n) • A Tpj 4 * it . X m I. 
L N J I XRf 1 Z/1J |{ £ 1 P b 

ia if 

If the latter plan is to be shown store efficient, its variance 

must be shown to be less than the variance for the previous 

plan for the same number of sampling points* the variance 

for the completely random sampling plan was CT̂  ® for the 

number of successes and cr * •®|| for the proportion of successes. 

Denote the variance of the proportion of successes of the 

latter plan by ?(§)• Suppose ay « 0 if the point in A ^ lies 
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above the function, and n^ j * 1 if the point in A^j lies b«« 
u 

lew the function* Then n - 21 nij* 

B > " kT(n)" hv( ~ h i T U i J > 

h' r 
The individual variance* are coopletely analogous to the 

initial campling plan* Thus ?(njj) • P^j qj_j where Pij+qij" 1< 
Sow Xv'nij' * Z?(nij! * + Z.T(nij> 

and since j * 0 for the set » 

«* 0 for the set L 

u k 
thua VU^). 

Hence the desired inequality becomes 

P h V(Bio' i *§ 

where P -

u 
^ * Z %j/1 , thus the inequality is 

N Z Pij % j - Z Fij Z % j * 

1 

To simplify this expression suppose there are k ©f the 

in k, I1 of the A^j in L, and a1 of the J^j in m, 
K 

m 2̂  pq - (Ll + 21 p^®1 + 21q) 
Multiplying the terns in the right side ©f the inequality, 
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k k , k r k - j p k - ] 
H 7P, i I V • ll I q . .1 Zt * L z fj [ Zl J 
using the relation p+q - 1, the inequality to be proved 

becomes 

I ^ P - S ^ P 2 £ I,1®1 * I^k1 + I \ P - [ ^ P ] 2* 

©r 

H j p 2 . jĵJr pj2 • • L^k1 £ 0* 

This last inequality is true if 

{!) 5 I ? 2 - [ Z f ] 2 * 0 

for the values ij a| k1 are positive integers. 

Suppose now that the mean ©f the values in the set k is P< 

thus 
k . .2 
Z ( p i j - p ) - 0 

k o — 
Zf * ZPJ 

i k o k 2 
,1 ^1*2 _ # ̂  H% > Q 

k k 
H i ? - ( I ? ) =' 0 

which establishes (1). Thus th® stratified sampling plan is 

more efficient although not as simple to carry ©ut. This 

method may he generalized to multiple integrals... ©f a»F degree* 

It is in these higher ordered integrals that the random 

sampling technique becomes more efficient than smaerieal 

procedures. 

More efficient plans would fee to aaaipie only between 

th® greatest lower bound and least upper bound ©f the function 

©r to divide th® range of. the function into parts and sample 
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between the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of 

each part. 

The us® of sampling techniques in solving physical 

problems has been mad© possible by the advent of high speed 

computing machines. Since a solution by this means will 

only be an estimate, the sampling »ethod is desired for prob-

lems where there is no analytical solution available or in 

instances where the statistical error would be less than an 

analytical approximation* 

Consider the problem of determining the dose at an iso-

tropic point detector a distance wa" fro® an isotropic, 

monoenergetic source of known strength. The straightforward 

method of approximating the answer is to randomly pick a 

direction from the source and assume a particle is emitted 

in that direction. Then follow the particle through its 

"history" until it has lost its energy, been detected, or 

passed from the range of interest. After many histories are 

traced, the ratio of the number detected to the total number 

traced should approximate the probability of a single particle 

being detected. The difficulty of this method is that the 

true value of the probability P is very small and the probable 

per cent error of the estimate of f is 67.45 J j|p£ where II 

is the total number of histories. Thus when P is small a 

large number of histories has to be taken to accurately esti-

mate the value P. 
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Suppose the problem is simplified such that the value 

desired is the probability of a particle being detected if 

it is known that the direction ©f emission is {k, <)> ). Where 

k is the angle measured away from the source-detector axis 

and £ is the assmuthal angle. I»et the ray defined by (k, <j> ) 

be divided into equal segments &x. The probability that a 

particle will scatter in a single increment a x into the 

detector may be expressed as P(x) Ax 48 f(x) G{x) Ax where 

f(x) is the probability density function of the scattering 

points and G(x) is the probability of the scattering in the 

increment A x such that the particle is detected. The proba-

bility that the particle will scatter one time and be detected 

is therefor® 
p ^ CXJ 

" I P(x)dx - [ f{x)G(x}dx. 

'0 Jo 

It is desired to execute seme sampling scheme to approx-

imate the value P^. Suppose a sample of N values x%0 x2, 
* • * • *n ar® chosen from the distribution f(x). Then the 

joint density function ©f the H random variables is 77 f(x±). 

1*1 

If the estimate of P, is taken to be J where 3 m 1 &_ GCx^), 

i«l 

then the expected value of J is 

£(J) J ft ffXildXi. ( [ . . . 
*1 *2 *n l* 1 

Expanding J as the sum and writing out the first tens 



f(x-,) G(x-i) 4*2 
JL* 4* **> 

m E [o^i] J •..J JJ fix^dx^ 

*x *2 xn 1 - 2 

arid sine® B [Gtxjf] - 1 [g(*2^] •*«*£ [$(*)} 

B(J) - I [G(x)] . 

Sine® Pi is also the expected value of G(x), the value J is 

an estimate of F^. 

If the probability of the particle having two collision® 

ami being detected is desired, the gangling becomes more com-

plex. The second scattering point may occur over all space. 

There the probability Pg becomes 

p2 - f J f I H ' , v V 1 ^ V V " 1 dxd^d^dy, 
x ei e2 y 

where y is the distance from the point of first scatter to 

the second scatter in the direction ( ^ ^ % * 

(xi,0iifi2l#yi) denotes a randm sample of the four variables, 

I 
then again J ® 10Is*) is an estimate of Pg. If the process 

i-1 

is continued to three, four, •««U scatters, and the sampling 

plan carried out, then the aum *" *+*u *a probability 

©f a particle scattering into the detector after u or leas 

collisions-* 
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